
ICARUS ALLSORTS BY ROGER MCGOUGH

Icarus Allsorts â€“ Roger McGough. 'A meteorite is reported to have landed. in New England. No damage is said ' A
littlebit of heaven fell. From out the sky one.

I think I mainly don't understand the motive of the short paragraph: The rich Huddled outside the doore of
their fallout shelters Like drunken carolsingers Something about the contradiction of the phrase "drunken
carolsingers"?? Throughout much of Icarus Allsorts, the poem ironically shows comparisons to universal
devastation, an example of this is a bold reference to the Germans in the Second World War, "Raus! All went
lame; all blind; Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped
behind. Date: April 29, PM Hi there, I am studying this poem at school, and am quite confused some parts.
Posted by. By using references to classes, cultures and hinting stereotypes, the poem is showing how when
war is upon us, we are all the same and we are all effected by it. I think the use of black humour is quite
effective in delivering a hard-hitting message, the situations is so desperate that all we can do is joke about it.
The second one is easier - more good intent, doing as we've always been told, the volunteers intending to help
other people and wearing their hard hats, as trained to do in times of danger, but totally misguided because
with this scale of problem they can't even keep their own heads on. The final, short rhetorical question secures
the ruthless truth of the consequence of nuclear war. Would it? Icarus Allsorts ends on a serious note, differing
from the humour which is expressed throughout. In my schooldays we did the poetry of war poet Wilfred
Owen - I liked his work. Also later With their tin hats in one hand And their heads in the other Tin hats? This
poem inspires me to create work that reflects this same energetic passion. If there are particular paragraphs etc
you don't understand, post them here with specific questions and people will help. How can you be serious
about such things? I chose to write about this poem because it had a huge effect on me when I was younger
and is one of the reasons why I became so interested in poetry in later life. The poem is written in a humouress
manner, as if making light of the situation, however, perhaps McGough is emphasising the point that war is
such an absurd, horrific thing, that the only way you can talk about it, is with comedy. Mc Gough is trying to
say that nucealr war is too easy for someone engrossed in tactics and politics to start, without thinking about
how far-reaching the consequences would be. I understand the nuclear warfare threat but there are some
paragraphs that I don't quite understand Any ideas would be great thanks Re: Icarus Allsorts- Roger McGough
Posted by: marian2  The light childish aspects of the poem make it hit harder - just as you don't feel a cut with
a sharp knife as quickly as a bruising blow with something blunt, but the knife usually does more damage. If
in some smothering dreams you too could pace Behind the wagon that we flung him in, And watch the white
eyes writhing in his face, His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin; If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs, Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud Of vile, incurable sores on
innocent tongues,- My friend, you would not tell with such high zest To children ardent for some desperate
glory, The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est Pro patria mori. Many had lost their boots But limped on,
blood-shod. D supporters Their ban the bomb badges beginning to rust Have scrawled 'I told you so' in the
dust A little bit of heaven fell From out of the sky one day It landed in Vermont North-eastern USA The
general at the radar screen He should have got the sack But that wouldn't bring Three thousand million, seven
hundred, and sixty-eight people back, Would it?


